Rescue

premium. functional. modular.

QUALYTENT Rescue
A complete folding tent system for the
first aid deployment!

QUALYTENT Rescue has been specifically customized to meet the needs of
emergency teams. The extremely fast assembly is essential in emergencies such
as natural disasters, rescue operations and at accidents.

Our folding tent is subject to stringent quality criteria and manufactured
entirely in South Tyrol/Italy. Our technical department guarantees the high
quality of materials used and provides a continuous innovation in all details.
We pay special attention to the feedback from our customers, to allow us to
meet their needs even better.

QUALYTENT Rescue is statically certified and Class 1 fire retardant.

QUALYTENT Rescue tent can be set up in less than one minute!
Just 3 Steps… to begin using the tent – which comes packed in a practical carry bag.
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Remove the tent from the
carry bag. Open the frame by
pulling it apart at the points
marked “Open”.
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Push the tent frame
further up.

3

Lock the telescopic bars to the desired length. Finished!

premium. functional. modular.

Immediate shelter and safety.

The doors can also serve as windows.
They are easily closed with a zipper
and are rolled up from the outside.

The space between tents can be
closed simply with rain gutters and
middle connectors.

The tent floor is made of PVC. Of
course, the tent can also be fitted with
lamps, electric radiators and various
other QUALYTENT accessories.

Folding bed: The bed surface is made
of polyester, the structure of anodized
aluminium. Dimension: 190x66x40 cm
Weight: 6 kg

Even more comfort
through fitting accessories.

If necessary, several tents can be joined together and the internal space divided
by partitioning walls.
The windows are fitted with mosquito nets and are light and air permeable.
Furthermore, they can be closed from the inside to provide shelter from the
unwelcome public view.

The sidewalls and roof are made of durable, fireproof polyester fabric; the lower
section of the sidewall of PVC.

Spotlights, electric radiators, floor systems, rain gutters, weights, solutions for a
rapid and simple transport and much more.
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Easy transport through wheels that
are fixed to the tent feet.

The lighting set, consisting of three
spotlights is mounted on the
central post.
The lamps have a capacity of 150 W
each and can be pointed in different
directions to create either a diffuse
light or spot light.

In the cold winter months, a quarts
radiator ensures a warm glow.

QUALYTENT Premium – the FOLDING TENTS

+ QUALYTENT Premium
High quality, functional and
modular, endlessly expandable
and diversely applicable

+ The perfect solution for
every event
Attractive exhibition stand or
kiosk, welcoming party tent or
comfortable festival tent, solitary tent or whole tent village

+ Customized products
QUALYTENT Shop or
QUALYTENT Village or
QUALYTENT Rescue for first
aid deployment

+ Innovative folding technique
Robust and stable, whilst at the
same time easy to handle und
set up or taken down within a
very short time

+ Ideal display for your advertising message
Roof and sidewalls available in
various colours or with individual prints

+ Accessories for QUALYTENT
Floor systems, lighting and
heating, tables, chairs and
benches …

www.qualytent.it
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